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WE FOCUS – YOU PROFIT
“Those who target their resources benefit

IKOffice GmbH is a software development company. For 15 years we have been

from impact and efficiency. This is pre-

developing and implementing business applications and industry solutions

cisely the focus of IKOffice: individual

that are both highly flexible and customizable. When designing our software

solutions that are exactly tailored to your

there is one thing we bear in mind above all others – how your business oper-

operations and your field of business.”

ates. Our solutions rationalize administration, promote organization, accelerate
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processes and optimize production. Increasing efficiency, improving quality
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and reducing cost for your business are all part of our job. To achieve this, we
take a critical look at the specific features of your sector and the challenges you
face in day-to-day business.
A targeted focus means more effective pooling of resources. That’s why we have
concentrated on the backbone of the German economy: small and mediumsized businesses. And we know full well that SMEs are highly cost sensitive!
There’s no place for never-ending projects and consultancy agreements here.
Our licensing, support and maintenance model is designed entirely with SMEs
in mind and will quickly prove its worth.
You’ll benefit from the many years of expertise brought by our well-established
team of IT specialists, engineers, production planners, sales staff and technicians.
Together they will design and develop business software that is individual to
you, based on IKOffice’s proven solutions. The team is on hand to support and
advise you during rollout, in everyday operations and when you need to make
future updates.

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Only you know the ins and outs of your company’s opera-

We analyze business processes before carefully mapping

tions and procedures. At IKOffice we take account of the

and optimizing them in a unique system. Thanks to this,

specifics of your sector and your company’s unique features

you get a clear and structured view of your order situation

and factor these into our powerful IKOffice software

and capacities as well as access to information on enquiries,

modules. This enables us to create a solution that fits

prospects, customers and suppliers, right through to orders

your organization like a glove. The result is an unbeatable

and processing. In short: IKOffice shores up your day-to-day

individual solution that has all the robustness of a tried-

operations. Our expertise lies in:

and-tested standard application. This software helps support

• Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

your business and provides a solid basis for:
• Production Planning and Control Systems (PPC)
• optimized resource and capacity planning
• Human Resources Management (HRM)
• production planning and control
• Supply Chain Management (SCM)
• project planning and control
• Workflow Management Systems (WfM)
• rationalized administrative procedures
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
• customer relationship and document management
• Document Management Systems (DMS)
• quality assurance and quality improvements
All modules are clear and simple to use. By incorporating the
latest usability techniques and creating intuitive interfaces, we
have been able to curtail the amount of training required and
speed up rollout. Not only that, the software developed by
IKOffice makes your company smarter and more flexible while
increasing its efficiency and effectiveness.

IKOffice’s sales models put the customer first. In addition to
fixed-cost products and services, you’ll benefit from reasonably priced corporate licenses that will allow your business
to grow without constraint.

